







     

  



  





  





  





      

         









          



            

  

 





      

  

           





    





















      

        

   

    







 





       











        

         





          

     







       













 

‘A Glance at Modern Russian Literature’



 ‘Three Bengali Novelists’  

   





    







   





        



      





     



  





        













          



  





       





  















        



Utpal was born brilliant











 



























  







 







 

       







   





 













  







    















  









    

         









       

         

















 











 









       





  



   





     







     











“The Group made its first debut on October 8, 1947.....Three scenes

from'Romeo and Juliet' and two from 'Macbeth.’’ 













‘‘We were in

Shillong in Assam in Independence day, 15 August 1947.





“Three members of English touring group 'Shakespeareana', Viz. Miss Eileen

Garner, Miss Jennifer Bragg and Mr Geoffrey Richards.”

 "When Interviewed after the show,

Miss Garner said: A very good evening, full of colour and harmoney and

excellent acting."    





        

  

     

     











           













  





   











  















  













         











 



"Dear Geoff,

Pleas permit me to dedicate this book to you. I can not help it beacuse you

taught me what little I know of Sheakespeare and have left me no other way of paying old

debts."



‘Three Bengali Novelists’ 













        

    











 

      

    



There is no art without discipline and no discipline with-

out sacrifice.

















    



         

   







           





        





  







  





     

  











  



          

         











Every antist every sci-

entist must decide now where he stands 



   subjugation      









     



           







     







    











         





   



























         







 









    

         

Ingenious features
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In fact

    



    





  





  

  











































 







"The General Level was so good that it is difficult to allot

individual praise"













     

      







" .....produc-

ing a timely play in a national language and consequently broadening its

audience is undoubtedly a major cultural event"
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ruthless revolutionary democrat





 



        





  







     

 

     

       







     



















       





         

       



















    







       

        









           











    





        

  



        





   

     

            





  









   



  

    







  (Indian

people's Theatre Association)     

  



          

 



          



















     

 





















  









         



       





         









   









           













   

 





        

      





















         

















 



   

   





  







          

 









    













           





   







 

















  

  

     

        



 

   



















    

         

 





     

        





 







   

 





  



           



   







    





      





      

 





      



   

      



    

         











     





















       



 



   







 





  







   

          









           

    



















  





 







       



        

         

   



      













  







    



     













      





 



 



        





 





      







    

  













  













    



      







    

  













       

 

         





         













 

 









 



          





        

    



     





  







































        





















 

 









  

   



      

        



 

 





 













 





















     

















      



  





  







































  



   









     









    

           







   

 





 















    



  

    

 

 

            





           



 











 



          





















 



    

   

   

 



   

    











 



 





  





















    









         

      





       





















































































































































































 















"Ibsen's 'Ghost' in Bengali" The Statesman, 27.11.1950, Col-3, P.3.











































     





















 





































































































 




















































